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OBIEE 11-200: Reports and Dashboards Development
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This two-day course is designed to provide participants with
for course summaries
essential knowledge in accessing, navigating, and interacting with
and scheduling.
the Oracle BI application. Participants will learn how to use the
Oracle BI application by creating dashboards and reports via a hands-on training lab experience instructed by
one of our expert trainers. Best practices and other insights for report and dashboard development are ingrained
in the course materials.

OBIEE 11-201: Advanced Reports and Dashboards Development
This one-day course is designed to enhance a participant’s knowledge of Oracle BI report and dashboard
development. By engaging in activities typically found in mature Oracle BI implementations users will advance
their knowledge of advanced graphical analysis, report delivery, and other key development tasks essential to
achieving complex reporting. Students should have completed the OBIEE11g-200 course prior to taking this
course.

OBIEE 11-202: Mobile Application Designer Development
This one-day course is engages users to leverage one of the latest and most powerful features of Oracle BI
11g. Users will learn how to use the Mobile Application Designer to develop custom mobile applications. Using
the intuitive developer interface users will learn the best practice development techniques for MAD. At the end
of the course users will have developed a working mobile application, viewable on a mobile (tablet) device,
which leverages all of the features found in MAD for building intuitive apps. Students should have completed the
OBIEE11g-200 course prior to taking this course.

OBIEE 11-304: BI Publisher Reports Development
This one-day course guides participants through exploring the concept of Published Reporting in Oracle BI 11g
via BI Publisher, formerly known as XML Publisher. Participants will create new data models from disparate data
sources, develop pixel perfect reports, review administration of BI Publisher, and more which will provide the
wherewithal to be proficient at BI Publisher report development.

OBIEE 11-350: SmartView for End-Users
This one-day course delivers a comprehensive hands-on walkthrough of Oracle BI’s extended capabilities
through the Microsoft Office plug-in, Oracle SmartView. Participants will explore, develop, and manage Oracle
BI analyses via the web catalog in MS Excel, and other MS Office applications. Each participant, provided with
their own workstation environment, will gain an understanding of how to use Oracle BI SmartView for day-to-day
routine work, expert data analysis, and publishing their work back to the Oracle BI server.

OBIEE 11-410: Repository (RPD) Metadata Development
This one-day course takes participants through the best practice modeling of data sources through the Oracle
BI metadata repository (RPD). Focused on the logical architecture backbone of Oracle BI the activities in this
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course will engage each participant to understand the working architecture of the Oracle BI suite, but primarily
the Oracle BI server, its metadata layer, and its system components. By the end of this course participants will
have an understanding of the Oracle BI architecture and how to build and deploy a RPD from scratch using the
Oracle BI Administration Tool and Enterprise Manager.

OBIEE 11-411: Server Architect and Administration
This one-day course covers the core areas of Oracle BI that allows metadata developers and application architects
to maintain, secure, and manage the OBIEE server environment beyond the metadata modeling within the RPD.
Participants will gain experience with maintaining the Oracle BI environment including caching, security, email
delivery, and troubleshooting.

OBIEE 11-601: Introduction to Oracle BI Applications
This course is designed for participants to become familiar with configuration and customizing the Oracle BI
Applications. By leveraging the management consoles and providing real-world use cases for modifying the outof-the box Oracle BI Applications modules users will gain hands-on experience for best practice customizations
such as extending data warehouse columns and modifying the load plans to maintain the Oracle BI Applications.
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